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Budget cuts, goals, issues
in presidential interviews
.

by Jennifer Burgess
STAFF REPOR1ER

Two of the six presidential
finalists visited campus last
week for a final round of interviews.
The two candidates, Clara M.
Lovett, a provost from George
Mason University; and John C.
Hitt, interim president from the
University of Maine, were the
first to visit from the group of six
finalists.
Lovett and Hitt answered
questions from the staff, faculty, administration, students
and community during inter-

.

views that lasted two days.
Lovett responded to specific
questions, but hesitated to answer in the "abstract." She did
not feel she could give adequate
answers without specific details.
She said the chief role of a
university president is to be a
"salespersonfortheuniversity."
She said she is qualified for this
position and considers herself a
"good saleswoman."
Lovett has previous experience dealing with budget cuts.
George Mason recently received
a 20 percent cut over a period of
18 months. The first three cuts
were made after students had

been admitted for Lhe fall semester. The president of the
university soughtinputfrom the
students and made protecting
the classroom a number one
priority. Lovett said this meant
"no firing or laying off of teaching personnel, but meant cuts in
support areas."
Lovett claimed that although
she did not make the final decisions on the budget cuts, she
was a primary adviser for the
president and would use the
same criteria when cutting the
budget at this university.
Lovett said there are three
areasoftheuniversitythatmust

Clara M. Lovett

John C. Hitt

be protected from budget cuts:
• The classroom.
• The instructing faculty.
• Research capability.
Lovett said research capability
should be preserved because once
research has fallen behind, it is

difficult to catch up in this area
The role of students should
be one of"advisory, but not with
equal voting," according to
Lovett. She said she will seek
SEARCH continued page 4

Final exams for everyone;
Faculty Sentate says all
instructors must give them

...

by Robert Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER

.,
MIGHT AS WELL JUMP
"Love Gods in Leisure Suits" got wild on stage as they performed their outrageous
alternative music at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Wild Pizza. (Jim FergusontFUTURE)

UCF Faculty Senators delivered a "final" word to instructors about exams and the senate chair announced
the availability offaculty travel money at
their Nov. 7 meeting.
The senators ap- ,
proved a resoiution
that said instructors
are expected to give
final exams or a final assessment for their classes. If a final
exam or assessment is not given,
the instructor should present a
valid reason for noncompliance.
Before the adoption of the
resolution, the university was
without a firm policy regarding
finals. UCFs policy stated instructors could not give compre-

hensive finals on the last week
of classes. That measure arose
from student complaints about
having four or five exams on the
same day.
One senator said that a final
exam would help students who improved
throughout the semester. Without the exams,
students would be unable to lift their grades.
Also at the meeting,
Chair Glenn Cunningham told the senators that
the UCF Foundation donated
$20,000 for faculty travel. UCF
froze faculty travel to meet projected state budget cuts .
The foundation offered the
. money for people who were invited to prestigious meetings to
SENATE continued page 4

Jobs promised to six:, but no funding made available
by Rebecca Falcon
STAFF REPORTER

Will there be "Jobs For Students?"
Although Student Body President Jason DiBona has supported the program,
SG Student Senate just says no.
The Jobs For Students program was
brought before SG Senate in bill form for
support. However, after hearingremarks
from former SG pro temp David Mann,
the bill failed 14-15.
Mann addressed the senate at both
Monday's meeting and the Nov. 3 senate
meeti:r)g. Mann urged senators to vote
against the bill on the grounds that the
program was not the responsibility of SG.

The program is designed to supply six library with proper funding for operastudents with jobs in the library. Be- tions.
''Whenyouentertheuniversity,you're
cause of budget cuts, the library is lackbasically signing a contract,"
ing six student workers, which
j
Mann said. ''You pay a certain
Lynn LaBrake, associate direc- I !
I\,)}(
,
.
~
amount of money, and they
;~ \;;tor of the library, says are nec- I "'!,1
provide
you with services. If
I~~,/,
~
essary. The Jobs for Students
7~
the
services
aren't being pro'
/
)"""'
program would allocate $15,000
'~"
vided, then that's a violation
toward the six students' salaStudent
of the contract and it's the
Government
ries.
university's responsibility to
DiBona argued that this bill
would not only provide six students with fund that gap."
Mann said that providing funds for
jobs that the library can't afford to offer,
but it would also benefit each student the library to hire student workers would
only provoke other departments within
that uses the library.
However, Mann said that it's the the university to ask SGfor money when
university's responsibility to provide the they're suffering from budget cuts.

CLASSIFIEDS page 10

"It will set a precedent, but this is a
dangerous one," Mann said.
Mann added that "this is not a scholarship." He said that providing students
withjobs in the library is not the same as
paying people to play football. "Just calling it a scholarship does not make it a ·
scholarship," he added.
However, Tom Leek, SG director of
legislative affairs and creator of the program, said that he isn't sure how anybody can think of the program as anything but a scholarship.
''The money comes from a scholarship
account and there are set criteria," Leek
SG continued page 6
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Nov 20, 21, 22.
The IBM Trade-in Prograin.

.

..

On November 20, 21, and 22 (Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday), the UCF Computer Store in
conjunction with IBM will hold a trade-in/trade-up program where students, staff, faculty, and departments
can trade-in old PS/2's, Compaq's, and Macintosh's and get credti toward new IBM PS/2's. This is the time
to move up to new technology, faster speed, and better performance.
For more information, call our Trade-in Hotline, 823-3147.

---- - ------
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How To Appeal A Parking Ticket

STEP ONE: Discover a
parking ticket dangling
from your car. This step is
the least difficult.

STEP TWO: Fill out an
appeal form at Parking
-Services within seven days
of receiving the ticket. ·

STEP THREE: Watch
your mailbox diligently for
a reply informing you of
your case review date.

STEP FOUR: Practice those
excuses... Now you must go
before an appeals board
and plead your case.

STEP FIVE: Wait once
again, this time for the
board to notify you oi their
decision. ·Good luck!

Gota ticket? It's just l of 5,000 given in peak months
dents would get decal~
chance to plead your case."
Parking violations range from $5 for
Some of the more popular excuses over
parking overti_me to $50 for parking in a the years range from stickers myst.eriously
Onthewaytoyourcarafteralongday handicapped space. An additional $5 is falling off the window to one student who
of classes, you notice a piece of paper charged if the ticket is paid late.
· said he was a foreigner and did not underdangling from your side view mirror.
However, there is a slight chance to stand the requirement to have a sticker.
Yes, you have joined the long list of defend yourself from the ticketers by
Kim Sutton, a sophomore political
students who get ticketed every semes- appealingyourcase ... and students have science major, said she got ticketed for
parking in a handicapped spot. "I didn't
t.erbythose"hated"UCFpoliceticketers. · successfully appealed cases before.
M~e Carpenter, a junior business
appeal,althoughltoldtheml'dbehappy
Finding your car ticketed is not an
unusual occurrence. Ina Carpenter, ex- major, got a ticket for illegal parking to prove I had some physical injuries at
ecutiveassistantofparkingservices,says when he came on campus and forgot to thetimethatmadeitdifficulttoparkfar
that in some months nearly 5,000 cars , display the visitor's parking pass. At the away," Sutton said. ''They smil~d and
receive tickets. "The end of the term is time, Carpenter was inquiring about said that wasn't a good enough reason."
usually a time when few tickets are registering for classes.
How do you appeal a parking ticket?
written," Carpenter said. "Usually most
"I filled out the appeal form," CarpenOnce you receive a ticket, you have
cars are ticketed because there is no ter said. "When I explained what had several options to pursue if you wish to
decal or the decal has expired."
happened, the appeals board was very appeal the ticket. According to CarpenCarpenter said they could eliminate understanding. I think the appeals pro- ter, lffss than 10 percent of people who
nearly 50 percent of all tickets if stu- cess works well. At least you have a get tickets actually appeal them.
by Cindy Barth

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

News Bits

First you go to parking services and fill
out a form. You have seven days from the
date ofthe ticket to file an appeal. The ticket
may be appealed either in person (before a
board) or by a writt.en lett.er.
Your request for an appeal is examined
andadat.eissetatwhichtinieyougobefore
a board to plead your case. The appeals
board meets once or twice a month.
The board is made up of two staff
people, two faculty members, two students and Bob Leonard, the chairman.
While your case is iQ appeals, the
ticket is held until a decision is reached.
However, if your appeal is refused, the
ticket must be paid in full.
· ''I thoughti would be safe parking in a lot
where I wasn't supposed to," said Daniel
Ingram, a senior marketing major. "But
they gotme anyway. I wasguiltyascharged"
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Stewart Center
provides treatment for drug addicts
.

------------------------by Kenneth-Matthews

-

beries unarmed. They also committed
a robbery that caused $3,000 in damCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ages. He added that he felt no remorse
A 16-year-old former drug addict for the owner of the house until he saw
told UCF student.show drugs destroyed her in court.
his life in a speech earlier this month at
"I felt really bad," he said, sighing.
UCF's Daytona campus.
"She was really nice and here we deThe boy, only identified as Tony, stroyed things that meant a lot to her."
said he started to use
Tony's brotherwas ~endrugs when he was 7.
tenced to 30 years for
"From sixth,grade on, I "If I could do it all armed robbery, breaking
got expelled from school,"
and entering and violatover again, I
he explained.
ing his probation. His
"My main focus in life wouldn't take
brother had been ordered
was to get high all my life.
to a drug rehabilitation
drugs."
Thefirsttimeltriedcrack
center earlier but quit.
- "Tony"
cocaine, I ran out and
Tony said he was given
former drug addict the option of treatment or
broke into someone's
hou8e to buy more."
going to jail. He chose
Tony said that in order
St.ewartTreatmentCenter.
to satisfy his habit, he had to break into
"Up until the time my brother went
homes. Hesaidhelearnedhowto break to jail, I didn't know I had a problem,~
into.homes from his older brother, who he said. "I could drive and live in a
also was a drug addict.
house by myself. My friends and I, we
"My older brother, I wanted to be had a car. We had money. So, that
just like him," he said. ''He was so encouraged me to use drugs."
ruthless, he could do anything to anyLike many patients who enter
one and not think about it. But, he got Stewart, Tony was uncooperative.
so much respect. So, I went around and
Steve, a counselor at the center and
did everything he did."
a friend of Tony, explained:
Tony said they often committed rob''He didn't want to do anything. He

spent a long time during the introduc- because he battled alcohol for 11 years.
tory phase. He would fight a lot with During those 11 years, he divorced his
other patients. He also would come to wife and lost custody of his children.
the meetings either drunk or high. He said alcohol ruined his life.
Sitting next to him now, I can't believe
"I started drinking when I was 19
this is the Tony I knew a few months years old," he said. _"By the time I was
ago."
33, I was an alcoholic. Ifyou're looking
Tony went to Stewart for
to them (beer manufacsii months, but dropped out
turers) for sympathy,
of the program.
you're not going to get it.
"/ can't believe
''I thought it was a waste
They don't mind taking
this is the Tony I your money and being
of time," he said.
However, he said he was knew a few
your friend for awhile.
afraid ofgoing to jail like his
But when your money
brother. He said he worked months ago."
runs out, it's not like
hard and now is at phase
- "Steve"
they're going to hold
three ofhis program. This is
coun5elor your hand during your
when patients petition to go
divorce."
home.
Steve said now that
Tony pleaded with the 30 students Tony is at phase three, he has a long
who attended the meeting.
road ahead of him. He said the biggest
"If I could do it all over again, I problem for the abuser is to leave the
wouldn't take drugs. I hurt my mom center and go into the Teal world.
who really cares about me, and I hurt
"The problem is, when they go home,
my family. I ran away from home when they run into kids· they dealt with
I was 14 years old. When I got into before," he said. "They don't realize
trouble, I° couldn't call my parents be- that the outside world is still going on.
cause I was too ashamed. Now, after Some relapse and some go in the right
treatment, I feel a lot better about path. And some just go out and fail.
myself."
But those who work as hard as Tony,
Steve said he could relate to Tony we hope we'll never see again."

l

(

SEARCH·

looks at our university," said
Hitt, referringtothe University
of Maine. He said a performing
student advice before making arts facility would be a "culturdecisions affecting student life. allyprestigiousitem"thatwould
Butshesaidadministrationwill bring attention and attract
make the final decisions.
people to the campus.
AJumni are important to the
Hitt also realizes the imporfuture of the university, accord- tance of the athletic programs,
ing to Lovett. The alumni are especially in UCF's young prothe advertisement for the uni- gram. "Athletics are a great opversity in the surrouriding com- portunity to get the university
munity, she added.
well known," he said.
They are also important for
Inresponsetoaquestionconstudents because the students cemingtheroleofstudents,Hitt
are then able to network and said the role should not be limget jobs through alumni. She ited to being strictly advisory.
said the alumni, along with He hopes to work closely with
the quality of the academic the student government because
programs, are important in he feels student input is imporbuilding the reputation of the tant for him to make effective
university.
decisioI}s.
Hitt, the interim president
As a new university presifrom the University of Maine, .dent, Hitt said he would make
said a list of goals is important getting involved in the commuin determining the future of a · nity a priority.
university.
He said the community at·As interim president for the tracted him to seek the presiUniversity of Maine, Hitt ere- dencyofthisuniversity,andsaid
ated a list of five goals for the itistheroleofauniversity.presi- .
university. He said this list dent to get involved in commu:helps him, the faculty and stu- nity activities.
- dents to focus on and underThe honors and foreign ~umstand the direction the tiniver- mer study programs need to be
sity is going.
expanded, Hitt said. These proHitt compared a college de- 'grams can give students an adgree with a stock bond. He said vantage and are important to
they can both appreciate or de- the university and another pripreciate in value. This value is ority would be to make these'
determined by whether the programs ''bigger, broader, and
reputation of the university in- deeper," he said.
creases or decreases.
Interviews with candidates
Hitt said the addition of a willcontinueuntilNov.22. Stuperforming arts facility with a · dents are encouraged to attend
performance hall would be an sessionsonNov.15,19and22in
asset that ·would increase the the Business Administration
value of degrees.
·
Building, Room 238. The new
"The performing arts facility universitypresidentisexpected
is an investment that has to be announced in early Dechanged the.way our whole state cember.
FROM PAGE 1

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

give papers or reports.
'That's how the reputation of
the university is enhanced and
built," said Bob McGinnis, execu- ·
tive director of the foundation.
The intention ofthe donation is
to help a broad range of faculty.
The one-time award was in respor ..,,, · ~ .. 1;,_,;el_:nsis,headded.
1
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Finnish.poet Forsstrom stops
at UCF to kick off world series
Visiting writer 'privileged' to have 15-year government grant .
)

by Bill Cushing

ing, and she feels that reading · the reading in her natural Janis just as creative a pursuit as - guage tend to sound better.
'The whole person is synch rowriting, calling it "the other side
There are probably a number of the coin."
nized when you speak your naof Central Florida writers now
"I don't know ifit's fair to ca11 tive tongue," she said.
considering a new residence af- those (earlier)' things poetry,"
Of the differences between
ter 4earing Tua Forsstrom of she quipped.
the English versions, Forsstrom
Finland.
Forsstrom, who has written doesnotselectoneovertheother,
Forsstrom, who Visited the more than seven books of po- even though that includes her
area as the initial speaker ofthe etry, is branching out.-Besides own work.
1991-92 UCF World Writers se- having written an oratorio, she
"I like to look at literature as
ries, gave a reading in the Board is working on an opera libretto. something being in process, not
of Regents Room of the Admin- Herbookshavebeen translated anything that we're finished Swedish poet Tua Forsstrom has received a 15-year
istration Building on Friday. A into French as well as English. with for good," she said.
government-sponsored grantto write.< Leit Rosas1cou1nEsY)
former editor in her native counThat sentiment was echoed
"I ljve in Finland, but I write
useful and important, and ·the
try, she is affiliated with the in Swedish, my native tongue," byonememberoftheaftemoon's world." . .
"Perhaps all poems are let- rest is forgotten," she said, addUniversity of Iowa as a visiting she said. She has not read the audience.
writer.
"I think a translation is never ters in a way," Forsstrom said ing that a successful writer is
French translations ofher writShe is also in the· midst of a ing but is told those transla- finished,"
said
Judith before reading a work addressed able to relive events with both
to Marilyn Monroe and written the feelings and a distance al15-year government-sponsored tions are wonderfully done.
Hemschmeyer.
grant to write.
"I don't read French," she
Hemschmeyer is an associ- from someone "older than you/ lowing perspective.
She said that it is the diction
"It does give you a vague feel- said. "So I happily trust them. ateprofessorofEnglishat UCF, and not so good looking."
In the end, after dealing with of the writer that draws people
ing of guilt to be so privileged," ltisbytranslationsthatyouget and her own translations of the
Forsstrom said to her audience out into the world."
works of Russian poet Anna · the myths and rumors surrolind- to particular poets, listing her
of about 40 professors, students
Forsstrom began her read- Akhmatovareceivednationwide ing the American sex goddess, preferred American poets as
Forsstrom's narrator asks, "Are Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens
and visitors.
ings by first reading in Swedish critical praise last year.
·
and Mark Strand.
"I don't think there's another and then two English trans laAlthough Forsstrom is known you interested in gardening?"
Forsstrom called writing a
nation that takes as good care of tions, hers and those made by as a poet, she classifies herself
Of her own work, Forsstrom
its poets than the Scandinavian England'sDavidMcDuff,aman in wider categories than that. dichotomy in that it is both an calls her style of writing ''bor· countries," she added. She in- who won awards for his trans- While she reads poetry, she also act of pleasure and, at the same ing," and said she has to rewrite
sisted, however, that even with- lations ofher book "Snow Leop- reads fiction, philosophy and time, the overcoming ofpersonal a piece up to 50 times to achieve
resistance on the part of the any sort ofliterary precision.
out that support she still would ard."
natural science works.
· have become a poet. She started
"I have to revise and revise in
"I do not specifically prefer
"I'm a humanist," she said. "I writer who has to deal with rewriting at the age of five, the either one of them," she said, hate being a person who has living generally painful events. a way that's almost perverse,"
"Memory sorts out what is she concluded.
same time as she began read- although she does admit that only one way ofinterpreting the
CENTRAL

FLORID~
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SATURDAY
NOVEMBER .16th
Wear Black or-Gold to win

..

* $100 and others prizes will be raffled from:
All Pro
Olympus
Friday's
UC6
Vivaldi
Hooters

Michael's Pizza & Restaurant
Sea World
Universal Studios
Holiday Inn
UCF Bookstore
Playalinda

Mr. B's
Sam's Ice Cream & Y9gurt
Crazy Wings
University Grille
Pizza Hut Coupons & Free Pizza
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Sen.ShayanElahiagreed with
Dunn, adding that the bill is inappropriate. . Elahi compared the
said. "It is a scholarship."
bill and thefactthatitwasbrought
Even still, Sen. Terrance Dunn before the senate with what he
opposed the bill. "We're paying for called an old Italian saying: "You
sixstudentstoshelvebooks,"Dunn can dress a shepherd in silk, but it
said. He added that the executive still smells like shit."
branch willpassthebill,andimpleDiBona argued that the reament the program regardless of son the bill was before the senthe senate's decision.
ate was to obtain support. He .
"It doesn't matter what we said that in the past, allocating
say or do as senators, it's still scholarship funds was the privigonna go through," Dunn said. lege of the SG president.
"If we say no, it doesn't matter."
"I don't feel creating scholarFROM PAGE 1

ships should be an executive
privilege anymore," DiBona said. "I want your help, your
support and your approval."
Not approving, the senate
failed the bill after two votes
and a re-vote.
However, six students have
been interviewed for the position and plans have already been
made with the library.
DiBona, as president, has the
privilege of allocating the funds
without the support of senate,
but no plans have been made.

You can put special sauce
on a burger.*
Or you can gain valuable experience at
The Central Florida Future. We can use
you as a news reporter. Call 823-NEWS
and ask for Heidi Steiner, news editor.
* We won't leave you feeling greasy.
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long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want · to call. In fact, one of our

{

<

savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaversM Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

R

you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

a minute,

Drop Us A
Letter!

D And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just

enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any U.S. and any

we~re

always glad
to get a response fram
our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando,Florida,32817

weekdays~

(

European rock concert All you have to do is fill out the coupon bel?w. D So let us help you choose the

•

savings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears .

To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.
-

ATSaT

•Includes continental U.S.. Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S. V1rg1n Islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles. Actual savings potential
depends on subscriber calling patterns. Processing fee of $2.00 applies. Day rates apply from 8 am to 5 pm.

©1991 AT&T

OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1. To enter, handprint yoor name, address, phone number and zip code on an official entry form or a plain piece ot paper.
Official entry lorms can be found in tho October 31st, 1991 issue ol Rolling Stone, the October 18th, 1991 issue ol
Enlertainment Weekly, the NOl/Smber 1991 issue of US magazine, the November/December 1991 Issue of U. Tho Nalional
Co/Jago Newspaper and the Fall issue of Directory of Classes. You ma)' enter es often as you wish, but each entry must be
mailed separately to: AT&T "IT CAN HAPPENlO ME" SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. Box 4870, Grand Central Station, New York, NY
10163. All entries must be received by December 30, 1991.
2. Winnen will be Mlecled In • l'llndom dl'llwinv from •mong •fl entries NCelved. Dl'llwing will be
conducted on or •bout JenU8r)' t5, 1982 bJ MediaAmerica, In~, an Independent organization whoae
decision• are final on elf nurtten relating to thl• oweepmtllkeo.(tl Grand Prize: A 4·.S..,/3-nlght trip for
two to . . . the concert of winner'• choice •nywhere In the continental U.S.,includlng roundtrip eo11ch •Ir
t,.naporl9tion ta and from the nearest m-.Jor city, first claaa hotel accommodation•, hotel •nd •irport
tNnafera, tickets to th• concert,Uckat.ge/VIP ,.a&e1,limoualne aerviee ta and from the concert, mHI
•II-nee and al1htaeeln9; pluo • 5·da)'/4·night trip for two to . . . the concert ol winner'w choice
•nrwhet'e In Europe,indudlng roundttf p coach alrtranaportationto and from the nearest m..tor city, first
cluo hotel accommoclfllono, hotel and airport 1.. norera, tickets to the concert, bec:Ul•ge/VIP """""'"•
llmouslne aervice to and from the concel1, meal alluw.nce, and sightseeing, plu1 one year's worth of
AT&T Long Dlotance Service awarded H S800 In AT&T Long Dlotance Gift Certificatea and en AT&T
Cordleu Phone (IDtal •PPfV•lmmte retell value of Grand Prt.. = $15,1140.00); (151 Fint Prizes: An AT&T
Conlleu Phone, 125 In AT&T Long Distance Gift Certlfk:ataa and five comp•ct discs vt winner._ choice
(IOI.Ill retail nlue S200I. All prino wlfl be ....rc1ec1 and wlnnen notified by mall. Tripo oubject lo
8V8118blllty and conflrmlll:ion of r111aervatlona and must be taken by December 31 1 1992. Chok:e of concert
loclltlonola oubject to artlata' -"'nnance achedut•,eveilebilit)' of ticket• •nd baclcstage/VIP """""'"•
and final approv11I by MeclillAmertca,lnc.Llmlt of one prize per penon.Prina ar111 nontransferable •nd no
aubetltutiona or cash 9C1Uiwlents are allowed. Taxes, if any, are the responsibility of the Individual
winners.Grand Prize Winner andt,._. companion maybe asked to execute an affidavit of efiglbility and
,.._... Grand Prize Winner and travel companion consent to the uu of their names and lllc.eneue•
for pubHcity or t,.d• purposes without further compenurtion. No responsibility is au'fmed far lost,
mlodirectedorlaleentrleoormell.
3. Sweepstakes open to ras1dents of the U.S.. 18 years of age or older, except employees and !heir fam111es ol AT&T. ils
at1i11ates, subsidiaries, advertising agencies, MEOIAAMERICA. INC. and their program sup~ters. This offer js void
wherever prohibited, and subject to all federal, state and local Jaws.
~
4. For. flat of - n - . • llblmped, oell-add- - - to: AT&T "IT CAN HAPPEN 10 ME"
WINNEllS LUST_ 11-<Lllos 50!11.Gl'llnd Centl'lll Sbtlon.N- Yori!.. NY t01S3 by January 3oth, ftl92.

=

Beeanse life is the
greatest gift

,-----

--,

Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes.
I
To enter, complete this form and mail to:
I
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
I
I
Box 2501, Ce.dar Grove, New Jersey 07009-2501
I Name ·(Please Print) - - = - - - - - - - - - 1
I College
Year in school - - I
I Address
I
City
State
Zip _ __
I Phone (
I

I Currenr Long Distance Company AT&T_ MCI_ SPRINT_ OTHER- I
I Currenr Calling Card Company AT&T_ MCI_ SPRINT_ OTHER_ I
0 On Campus Student 0 Off Campus Student
I AllYouentries
must be received by 12/.30/91. purchase necessary. Void where prohibited.
I
must be 18 years of age or older to enter.
_
L:t~T~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J
(7437)

No

<

Monday, 18th - Tuesday, 19th - Wednesday, 20th

IN FRONT OF LIBRARY
.

,

SG urges you to Register to Vote and possess the thrill of influence!
.A LSO
Voice YOUR concerns about UCF, Student Government, and anything else on your mind. Student
Body President Jason Di Bona and Vice .President Mark Dogoli .will review all responses and addre.ss them at a November 25th Forum outside the Cafeteria'~
.
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. Monday November 18, 1991 .
Come Out & Look at Cars from Local Dealers
NORMAN BROS.

NISSAN

NORMAN BROS.
SUBARU/SUZUKI

·. Also WIN Prizes Donated By The FolloWing Sponsors:

t.-.·
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•
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America puts out to
sea without anyone
to watch the storms

D

ark days loom ahead. America plummets
toward an uncertain future as our water
remains polluted, our ozone crumbles,
our children learn firsthand about drugs, our
streets are markers for/against abortion, and
our economy worsens to the point where no one
feels secure in their jobs. What does the average citizen of the United States have to feel
good about?
,
Most certainly not the environment. Our
"environmental" president pushed such issues
to the back burner to ensure our getting into the
Madrid congress. ·(Bush meets with Jewish
businessmen this week, leaving us to wonder
whether we're all that important, but we then
again we don't have oil in our backyard)
One important fact discovered during the
past months was the destruction of the ozone
layer. Apparently the sliver of protection between--humans and the rays of sun is slightly
smaller than originally realized. Isn't it a pity
that it can't ever be built upon. But everyone
would like to live in domed cities, just take a
look at the projects on self-supporting groups of
eight with the perfect ecosystem.
Of course the continuing destruction of
Florida wetlands shows that even locally Americans aren't taking a very active role in their own
futures. This assumption is made in reaction to
the fact that development continues even though
growth slows; development in sense of strip
malls, parking lots and lovely apartments, just
ask the gas stations, progress is in malls. The
lack of water won't stop them; Coke and Pepsi
for all!
Another depressing set of facts is the growth
in gangs all over America. It doesn't seem quite
real, gangs. Apparently Orlando has begun to
attract gangs. It could be reasonably said this is
a result of the growing disparity between the
lower and upper classes and the drug problem.
. Drugs. There is one issue that definitely has
slipped from the American center of attention.
We have gone from being horribly concerned
and just "saying no," to pretending that the
problem doesn't exist. Askyourselfhowitcould
go from a horrible problem that was not getting
any better, to nonexistent.
Economic issues worsen as nothing concrete
is figured out. Florida balances between bad
and horrible. An income tax is being considered
for the state that has the reputation for not
having it. Major tax reforms float through the
air as Florida programs such as basic education, health care and other social programs are
erased.
No one thing is responsible for the decaying
American morals, but .the lack of concern is
appalling. Divorce separates children from stability. Falling quality of education tears children from betterment. Drugs, teenage pregnancy, suicide or crime become solutions. Where
are the basics .of our culture?
Gone.
Gone are the days of apple pie and fried
chicken. Americans are .too busy to cook, to busy
to play, and definitely to busy to care. Community is now an archiac term which som-e use to
refer to people they work with. Friends are
those who loan yo~ money.
There is no pat response to these problems.
America faces some of her greatest challenges.
This doesn't mean that we forsake her until she
can get the ship turned around. All need to man
the oars so that we can pull 'Out. America has
·
hope but only if we weather the storms.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager
..

·

Heidi Steiner
Jamie Johnson
Jocelyn Jepson
Bridget Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
RoyJ. Fuoco
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Deaf community suffering prejudice;
UCF ignores sign as a foreign language
She told me something that still haunts me today.
She told me I knew more sign-than her father.
In fact, for the past eight years her father had not
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
spoken to her because she had committed the offense
of being born hearing impaired and had chose to
rejudice. By itself the word leaves a stench. learn ASL. For her entire life, he refused to learn
Like a cancer, it has spread through today's ASL because he did not consider it a language.
OK, I can hear some of you out there, "It's a sad
society. Also like cancer, there is no known
story, the father was wrong, but what does it have to
cure, although certain types can be treated.
When held by an individual, it can be ugly. When do with me?" It has to do with education; it has to do
that individual joins a group that is prejudiced, then with acceptance; it has to do with UCF.
Let's see if this rings a bell .
it is able to spread their hate exponentially, and it
A few years ago, the Florida Legislature passed a
often turns violent. Yet neither one can match the
damage an institution can cause when it has a preju- law requiring the colleges in Florida to accept ASL as
a foreign language. The UCF administration found a
dice.
There is, as yet unknown, a group in America that loophole. In acknowledgement of the letter of the law
has constantly been prejudiced against its entire they would accept incoming transfer students as havexistence. There numbers have always been small, ing met the requirement. They defeat the spirit of the
and percentage wise this is true today. They tend not law by not accepting it as meeting UCFs foreign
to have concentrated numbers (enough to be "politi- language reql,lirement.
Why?
cally correct") in any one area, except in Martha's
They do not accept ASL because they do not conVineyard (until the early 1900s).
In many instances, ·o ur attitudes towards them sider it a language.
I would love to tell you why they do not consider
have been even more atrocious than the old South
attitudes toward its slaves. At least slaves were con- ASL as a language, but I disagree with them too
sidered property who were capable of thought. For strongly. In the interest of fairness it would be better
many centuries, many considered this group inca- for someone with the viewpoint to express their
pable of the thought process, not even worthy ofbeing reasons. If you can.
What's the big deal?
· property. Even Alexander Graham Bell, in his thesis
Unti1 we come to understand others, there will
on the subject, wrote they could not think unless they
were changed. If you haven't guessed yet, I am always be prejudice. Unless we can see someone
else's side, we will miss our own weak points. The
speaking about the Deaf Community.
For centuries, the hearing world has attempted to only way we can understand them, to see their view,
dictate to them what they should do about their is through their language.
Having them understand us is not the same. They
"disability," how they should and should not communicate, what type of transportation they should use already do. They understand we will cheat them
(until the 1960s, many were not allowed to get auto when we get the chance, we will take advantage of
them, we look down on them, we will call them
insurance).
The most important way they are held back is "Disabled" only because they are different.
No, we must come to understand them. Ifwe the
through their way of communicating. For decades the
educated,
cannot, what chance do the uneducated in
battle has raged with those who favor American Sign
Language (ASL) and oralists. Let me give you an this land have? What hope do we hold out?
The same hope found in a science fiction book I
example.
When I was in ~L 3 at another school, I met a girl have: "Beware, Deryn.i, the Humans kill what they
who was hearing impaired. One day I was talking to do not understand!"
- Mark James is a senior studying history.
her with sign, and I apologized for my lack of ability.

Mark James

P
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Death may be only way for Americans to face AIDS virus
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

•

•

I

first heard about AIDS at the beginning of1982.
This was a tad earlier than most, and the reason I had
pre-popular knowledge was I was dating a doctor who
had read about the disease in some ofbermedicaljoumals.
Well it's now almost -1992, and it seems that,
following last week's announcement by NBA superstar Earvin "Magic" Johnson that he had tested HIV
positive, people and the government have finally conceded
that AIDS truly exists and that the problem is real.
"Now people have to take it more seriously," said
a Bronx pre-teenager. President Bush called the fact
a "tragedy." So, why did it take an act of"Magic" for
AIDS to become an American reality?
"It's ironic, and it's very tragic for for him, but it's
been very fortuitous for us," said a volunteer of
Central Florida AIDS Unified Resources, himself is
an AIDS victim.
Sad but true. And -it doesn't take much outside
study of recent American history to understand how
things have come to this pass. ·

AIDS was first isolated among homosexual men. America. This occurred somewhere around the time
This led the government, and the American public in that the case of Ryan White, th en a 7-year-old boy,
general to look upon the news with the same excite- was made public. White contracted AIDS from inment one conjures up for going to Woolworth's and fected blood he received during a transfusion. Dotrying on gloves. This attitude hit a high point (or low nated blood went unchecked at the time in spite of the
point, depending on your perspective and sense of fact that U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop was
humor) when Vatican sources revealed the senti- busy screaming about the potential problem.
ment that AIDS was nothing more than God's punIt wasn't until the case of Kimberly Bergalis, a
Florida girl who contracted AIDS during a dental
ishment for a, gay lifestyle.
Man, nothing like good old time religion to solve appointment, that the government finally got off its
modem problems, huh?
massive behind and started putting some funds into
Later research unveiled the fact that the virus was research. Stil~, like most government projects, it was
spreading among intravenous drug users also. But, a case of too httle and too late.
So now Magic Johnson hastestedHIVpositive,and
. hey, it still isn't a problem since they were breaking
the law anyway.
·
now people say we have a problem that must be faced
Anyone see a pattern developing here that ind.i- realistically. ~t see1!1s that the only way to get a mescates why AIDS has now grown to the proportions it s~e ~ Amencans is to have a basketball star become
has today? It's almost ironic that we are now "eel- - a Vlctim.
.
.
ebrating" Krystallnacht, an infamous Nazi festivity.
Sever~} years ago, it took the overdose death of
The AIDS situation isn't much different from the Lenny Bias.to drive home the point that cocaine was
pervasive takeover of the Nazi's in 1930 Germany. As a potentially dangerous drug. Now Magic Johnson may
long as they weren't coming after you, who cared have to die of AIDS for us to comprehend it as a problem.
what they really did?
PerhapsoncewefindWiltChamberlainlivinginside
It took almost seven )'.ears before Ronald Reagan an empty side-by-side refrigerator box, then we'll have
finally woke up to admit that AIDS was a fact in a homeless problem.

Sammy Sloth
·
~nd though October It does not dimin-

R.K.S.
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Last week's question: What are the important issues for the 1992 presidential
campaign?
"We need someone who can balance his
agenda on foreign and domestic issues.
We have not had a president who can balance the budget or the issues for a while. "

"I think we've had a couple of presidents
who have been too concerned with foreign
issues. Domestic issues have been tossed
to the wayside and America has suffered
for it."

- Christian Lentz
political science

- Quoc Nguyen
economics/pre med .

"I think that education is a major issue. I
believe the future of the U.S.A. lies with the
education of its youth."
·

"He needs to be someone who is in be.tween. Republicans are too conservative,
and-the Democrats are too liberal. The foreign issues are important but so are the
domestic issues, so we need to get a president who is not too focused on either."

·-Eric Robbins
mechanical engineering

- Paul Gamble
. chemistry

This week's question:

Has phone registration been helpful
to you, and how would you alter it?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

The Central Florida Future

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Thanks to Lawson Lamar & Michael
· O'Brien. Joe-You did a great job.' Everyone be ON TIME Fri. night!!! Congrats to
first round nominees.
Yo, Ursula!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Sat. Tailgate Party with the Tri delts,
P,;,st Party with DC@ the House. Black
and Gold Spirit Day @ the game. 3
weeks left of school, let's raise some
hell!!! ·z ... IGBW!
DELTA TAU DELTA
Thanks to FM for a kickin
Brotherhood Retreat. Camping is
Always the True Test of Men!!!
Pledges Work on Your Grades
The End is Almost Near!!!
YO~T~!!!

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Pledge Appreciaton Week, Stay on Your
Toes! Bus Ride Saturday with ·Lovely
Ladies of Kappa Delta! Scott and Bean,
you guys have done agreat job! Peagram
you better fix the hoop!!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Elections are this Sunday. Everyone
please make sure you are there. Pregame Party with ladies of ZTA. Post
party at the Luxious Sig Ep house. Be
there! Sig-Ep!
.

.

CLUB INFO
The 1st Annual AIAA Car Rally is here! It
is open to all clubs and organizations.
Entry fee is $10. All proceeds will go to
n~dy families. Be sure. to bring a cass~tte player. All sortS 'of fun, prizes, and
it's for a great cause. To be held Sat.
Nov. 23. Call George@ 678-9614.
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211
Can you help? Reach out for Community
Outreach by donating canned foods
through the Council for Exceptional
Children's Canned Food Drive until Nov.
22nd. Drop sites are located in the Education and Administration Buildings. CEC
. says, "Thank You."
Get a taste of Italy_!Meet new pedple and
learn about our culture. No need to be
Italian. For more info. Meetings every
Monday at 3pm in Education Bldg. Rm.
120. Hope to see ya!

ROOMMATES
NEEDED: Responsible female dog lover
to share 2BR duplex $250/mo. utilities
included. Clean, quiet, mostly furnished,

November 14, 1991

washer/dryer, all kitchen gadgets, cable,
and more. 2 miles from UCF. CALL
DANA 678-4395
Wanna Live in Chathem Landings? Own
bedroom, your own bathroom, pool,
raquetball, exercise room. $300 a month
+ 1/2 utilities. Male or Female. Call 3812658 and leave a message.

Matching couch, loveseat, & chair $200
Call 365-5722

PT Flex to help market Business Advertising specialties. 249-0882.

1987 IBM Model 5151+Epson Printer
LX-86. Software: Lotus 1-2-3, Word Per·fect, & more. For Details Call 275-7561/
Leave Message.

WANTED

3bdrm 2ba Furnished House
Suncrest Village $230/mo
& 1/3 utilities. Call 644-7082
Leave Message

VCR Mitsubishi Stereo, Remote $150
Desk, Very Nice $80
Dining Set, Wiker, Glass, Chairs, $150
Shelves (2) Coffee Table $100
Bed New Queen Size $100
Call Fred 380-0173

F NS doglover needed to share 2/1 near
UCF. $225 rent $150 dep. Avail Dec. 1.
Call Ellen 249-0668.

New Avia Shoes and Sportswear-Limited Supply-Also Small Fridge Great
Condition $75 obo-Call 365-7270

FNS to share 3 bdrm/2bth apt. Own
room $195+ 1/3 utilities. 366-2617

AUTOS

FOR RENT

82 Scirroco, Good Condition, Runs
Strong. Asking $1400 Phone: 380-0173

2 Bedroom Townhouse Foxhunt 2461075

HELP WANTED

RENTSPEC!ALDURINGNOV&DEC***
For Rent 2 bd/2 bath washer/dryer, full
carpet, & kitchen, across form UCF, private building in good clean condition ,
$42.5mo, deposit, no pets, call 823-9268

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

Furnished 4/2.5 Home. Rustic ·setting,
enclosed pool. Available in Jan to July.
$800/mo. Call Alvin at 699-1403 or
X2216.
2 Bedrooms 2 baths Central A/C & Heat
Kitchen w/ Frig. Cable TV in living & bed.
115W. 6th St. Chulota $400-Month Jim
Alexander 657-1004

FOR SALE
Used CD's $5/each If interested Call JJ
282-5246 or 256-8132

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150
SCHOLARSHIPS! No Gimmicks. RENAISSANCE: 1-800-677-9072, Ext. 92.
AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-charge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.

TYPISTS

Attention Advertising & Marketing Majors! The Central Florida Future is looking for motivated individuals to sell ad
space for the newspaper. Gain Experience & Make Money! For more information call 823-2601 !

STRAIGHT "A" TYPING*382-9665
WORDPROCESS!NG &
PRESENTATION
SPECIALISTS
IBM and Macintosh computers.
Laser printing, copying, and binding.

HELP WANTED! Make up to $5000/mo
or more recording video cassette tapes.
Free details! Call today! {813)852-8837
(ext. JH13)

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie
house-cleaning service. Excellent partApt. for Rent, 2b/2ba, Great location . time money. 1(800) 255-2780
Walk to school. Brand new carpet, $450/
mo. Call Jerry P. 321-7343 or 1-800- WHY BE AN UNHAPPY WHOPPER
777-4366 push 2 {pause) 839
FLOPPER? Part-time help wanted/flexible hrs. Air Conditioned Office. Earn $4
3Bdrm 2Ba 1-4/Lee Rd. Great Area Large to $7 Hourly plus commission. Call for
$600, Avail. 12/7 897-3300
more information-Limited Openings.
671·4111
VGood Cond 212th, Cabridge Circle Off
Alafaya, W/D, Range, Mierow, Ref, AC/ Summer Management Opportunities
Hea, Cable, etc. Call Troy 381-2701
Available! Students earn 7-14 thousand
dollars this summer, as well as gain
Room for Rent in Chulota $130 mo + valuable business experience. This sumutilities Kitchen Use AC 365-5796
mer, be your own boss! Please contact
The Works Corporation 1-800-443-3059
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Part-time Employment Available as a
Occupancy. Call DMV Properties Jnc.
company representative for the Works
657-1967
Corp. $6 per hr. flexible hours, start
immediately. Call 1-800-443-3059.
ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307
Need several Business and Marketing
students or Enterprising individuals F/

TUTORS

()

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not _
Just Tutors. General
Math : Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070
II.•

BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, MODULA2, CGS3000 CONSULTING. 249-1724

SERVICES

M/F Roommate Wanted to share a house
or Apt. near UCF. Must be responsible,
neat, nonsmoker. Call 695-7838 any- 1986 Mazda RX7 GXL5spd Fully Loaded
. Avg Miles New Tires Exe. Cond. Asking
time. leave Message.
$7500 682-1603 Leave Msg.

2/2 apt 1 mi form UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.

MASCOT AUDITIONS Guys & Gals, 18
yrs. and older with at least 2 yrs. exp.
(English or Western) Pick up your application at the Wayne Den sch Sports Center today! Fill it out and mail before Dec.
1. Questions? Please call 898-2304.

THE WRITE STUFF Professional Computer/Laser Typing: Papers, Graphs,
Resumes, Manuscripts, 24 hrs. Reasonable. 297-3545.

LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282~9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

<J•

I

OTHER
Come and Check Out the.J=all 1991
CAR SHOW, sponsored by The
Central Florida Future, on NOV 18,
on the Green, local dealers will have
their cars on displays. Also there
will be lots of PRIZES and FUN . ! !

RAISE $500.. $1000..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority t~am or
other campus organi.zation . Absolutely
no investment required·!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.50

LONELY•'S

PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
PER PAGE/From as Low as $1.00 - Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
All Work Guaranteed • Fast • Accurate
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538.

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and r~~umes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5. 0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy/ 365-4863

PERSONALS
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danz at 823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204

Typing Term Papers Resumes Theses .
Professional; Reasonable Rates Call Brett-Please Write! I• you. Run away to
Tampa w/ me this Saturday. $20 for
Barb 339-0653 after 5:30pm
Buss & admission to Busch Gardens.
Sign up in the SC, N<?W! We have to
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863 hide from Ramon Run away w/ me •B

Air your disagreements in The
Central Florida Future with a
letter to the editor. Just type us
a letter (not too long) with your
name~ telephone num.ber, and
your major. And drop your
comn1ents off at our office. or
mail it to us at:P.0. Box 25000
Orlando,FL 32816

)·
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chance to look at him on film and TODD MILLER
the more I watched him, the better
FROM PAGE 16
I liked him."
Fagan and company, however,
will have· to face a UCF defense member of the Lambda Chi
that intercepted Liberly quarter-. Alpha fraternity.
Todd Miller is on a respiraback Robbie Justino four times
tor and cannot talk. But this is
and sacked him three times.
Tailback Willie English _will the only major complication as
lead the Knights' offense against ofnow. And his mother said he
the Marauders' defense; with 1,221 is looking forward to getting
yards rushingthis season, the 6-0, out of the hospital.
"He has his down moments,"
212-lb. junior from Avon Park
needs just 48 yards to pass Mrs. Miller said. "He has his
Mark Giacone's single-season good and bad days. Once he
gets into rehab he will get counmark ofl,269 set last year.
seling to help that. He has '
never had a major injury before. It's a big adjustment for
all of us. He just wants to get
out and eat solid food again."
Mrs. Miller said that the
....__....~~
biggest help right now is sup-

ability that we'd like for him to
have;that'sthereason we switched
FROM PAGE 16
from our veer offense that we had
used for aQ<>ut 18 years. We used
leader. The 6-foot, 1-inch 190- to be a run-oriented offense, but
poundjuniorfrom Philadelphia with Chris we've become more
has connected on 53 percent of pass-oriented."
In last weekend's 24-17 sethis aerials this season for 2,197
back at Bloomsburg, Fagan broke
yards and 16 touchdowns.
"Chris is just an outstand- his own Marauder game marks
ingcompetitor," Carpenter said forpassattempts(67)and compleof his star passer. "He throws tions (33); he also set new team
the ball really well and he reads standards for passing yardage
defenses exceptionally well. (394) and total offense (361).
·"He's got a really good arm"
He's just a real fine kid.
"He doesn't have the mov- McDowell said of Fagan. "I had a

PREVIEW

''Because It's A Jungle
Out There.''

HAPPY

HOUR

' 4:30 10:00 -

DAILY

-

port for Todd.
"I want to thank everybody,"
she said. "People have been so
good. His fraternity and the
university and the rugby players have been very cooperative
and helpful. And the biggest
thing now is that his friends
don't desert him."
A fund at the UCF Credit
Union in Todd's name will be
open through Christmas.
Olympus, across street at
University Shoppes, will donate portions of sales to the
fund. The donations will be
done by percentage - 5 percent to 20 percent depending
on the amount of sale. Cards
can be sent to Todd through
Frank Diadone: 3461 Spur
Road Apt. 113 Orlando, FL
32826

7:00
12:00

• 2 FOR 1 DRAFTS
• 2 FOR 1 HOUSE WINE
• DOUBLE COCKTAILS

Leader in quality programs for Youth-at-Risk seeking
Counselor{Teachers for live-in positions in year 'round
wilderness camps in Florida, North Carolina, Tennessee, Rhode Island, Vermont and New Hampshire.
Child care experience and college degree preferred.
Competitive salary and benefits. · For more information and interview
schedule, please call our Staff Recruiter at 1-800-222-1473, or send resume
to:

ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.

r-------------------------------~---,

ON YOUR NEXT VISIT.
PLEASE ENJOY A

Seafood • Chicken • Ribs • Burgers

CO~v'!PLIMENTARY

P.O. Box 7450 • Clearwater,, FL 34618
Drug-Free Workplace • Equal Opf>ortunity Employer

M'F

BAHAMAS FUNJAMMER CRUISES PRESENTS

APPETIZER OR DESSERT

( 407) 366-6225
Serving Dinner from 4:30 P.M.
. 829 Eyrir Driw, Oviedo, Fiorida 32765
1/2 Mile i\. m Red Bug Rd. On Aloma (426)

11

ma'

1'29 hriL' Drin·
n,·iL·~hi. Flllri~ti 32765
(407) 366~6225

~----------------------------------CHRISTMAS BREAK IN THE

BAHAMAS
SPEND 3 FUN FILLED DAYS IN FREEPORT AND WESTEND
0
0
YOU GET YOUR"'':.• ·
0

AIR TRANSPORTATION
:;. ·· •
LIVE ABOARD 67 FOOT SLOOP
- d
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH. ON BOARD
BAREFOOT ISLAND CRUISE
WATERSPORTS; SWIM, SNORKEL,
CATSAIL, SKI, FISHING.
SHOPPING, SIGHTSEEING &
• GAMBLING IN FREEPORT.

~,

•

~

PUT YOUR MONEY ON US

$495

'92 Suzuki Svvift
only

$5,995

ONLY 4 TRIPS AVAILABLE THIS TIME OUT
SO CALL THE PRO PARTY PIRATES AT;
(407)330-3294

if you have experienced downtime ...

now experience

'92 Suzuki Sidekick

...

$9,995

uptime

12
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-FREE THROWS
FROM PAGE 15
cause of fear of life without Magic. I
cried out of compassion for a man who
had given me personally more then he
could ever know.
The most interesting thought that
came to mind out of watching this man
attempt to stand up to death with the
same strength he stood up to the NBA's
greatest challenges, was that I do not
believe Magic's greatest contribution
will come out of something as limited
as educating the world toward AIDS
awareness.
.
Sports fans are usually people who
are bored with the monotony of their
own lives, so they come home at night
and on weekends and allow themselves
to get caught up in the excitement of
professional or collegiate sports.
Everyone has an inner yearning to
live a life full of passion and excite-·
ment, a life that matters.
We want to make a difference and
know that our lives are deeply meaningful.

But when we face the reality of the
pettiness of nine to five schedules and
our own weaknesses, it just doesn't
seem possible.
Instead of att~mpting to change our
lives toward something meaningful, we
settle for the "simulator" life.
We live out the ups and downs of
athletes by rooting for them, reading
about their performances in the box
scores and going to the games and
shouting loudly just a few hundred feet
from the real action.
The _ultimate prize for most sports
fans is to meet our favorite athlete because then we have an even greater
feeling of being a part of the nobility of
sports.
Athletes themselves are faced with
the same complex when they retire.
''What am I now?" they wonder. "What
meaning does my life have?"
Now, the wall between the fantasy
life of professional sports and the real
world has crumbled under the weight
of Magic's announcement last Thursday morning.
This invincible and grand gladia-

tor on the basketball court has been
thrown into a real life and death strug- ·
gle.
,
Will this man who has touched so
many lives in the illusion of NBA action remain a powerful example in his
confrontation with death?
If he can remain victorious in his
present challenge, this will be his
greatest contribution to his f~ns.
Perhaps he will be able to pull us
out of the tragic habit of allowing our
lives to go on day to day without any
hope of finding nobility on a firsthand basis rather than trying to live
off the glory of the athletes who dance
across our television screens.
As our softball team huddled together before the game Thursday
night and prayed, my prayer was that
Magic's final victory would be his
greatest.
My cheers for the man remain as
loud and strong · as ever as Magic
leaves the court and goes on.
It's my tum to be a stabiHzing force
for a man who kept me steady for
years.

'

Need a high-paying job? Well, we do not have any. But if you want
valuable experience as a reporter, then come on by our luxurious (condemned trailer)
o~ice. Or call UCF-News and ask for Joell~. - - - - - - - - - - - -

'fl,

l

Our UCF
Go.ad Knight Offer!
For Health and Cost Conscious Students
George Alan Yarko DDS
David J. Blue DMD ~

282-2101
CHALK TALK
Basketball coach Joe Dean counsels his team during last
Thursday's win over the Czechs. (Charles K. MorrowifUTURE)

11780· E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

$25

NEW

PATIE~T Check-up .

includes:
Initial Exam 011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274 .
Consultation

(Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
: THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE,
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

, Other Services Include:
Teeth' Whitening
· W~sdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

If you're,going to
party, be
responsible

Bike Works Now .at
Two Locations
Don't drink
and drive.

1118/KE WORK,.

12473 S Orange Ble>Ssom .Tr~

-· Orlando, F._ .32821

(407)438-8484

A public service
announcemen1
(
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Lakers sluggish withQutMagic;
Orlando Magic off to super start

"·.•: *'".):[
~~*
U:··":.~-..----..

by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

Y ........

The league has emerged out
of Magic Johnson's announcement last Thursday morning
of testing HIV positive with
some interesting developments in the win-loss columns.
Of course, the greatest impact was felt by the Los Angeles Lakers, who have two wins
and three losses without their
beloved star and point guard.
The Lakers took on Phoenix
one night after Magic's press
conference and were taken
apart 113-85 by the Suns.
A letter from Magic to the
Lakers and L.A. fans was read
byforwardJames Worthy prior
to a Sunday night home game
versus
the Minnesota
lijiii~jiiijiiiiiiiiiiiijjiiiiiiiiiiiiijjiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiml Timberwolves that encouraged
the Lakers to just go out and
~ST. win. The Lakers responded
With a 96-86 romp.
• SSAT • PSAT •SAT• ACHIEVEMENTS• ACT• LSAT •
Johnson's. replacement is
GMAT •GAE• MCAT •.DAT• GAE PSYCH• GAE BIO
former Seattle Supersonic
• OAT• TOEFL • NMB •NOB ~ NCLEX·AN • MSKP •
Se-dale Threatt, acquired during the off-season. Threatt
FMGEMS •FLEX• CGFNS •CPA• BAR EXAM• NTE
scored a game-high 27 points
·1t you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.
against
the Timberwolves and
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
dished
off
14 assists. He shot
one million students. Let us prove it to you. ·
10 of 15 from the field, six of
six from the free throw . line
and one for one from three
point range.
STAN UY ff.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAlC(NUR LTD .
Two surprising teams early
3403Technological Plaza
on besides the Orlando Magic
Orlando, Florida
have been the Denver Nug(407)273-7111
'gets (3-2) and the Los Angeles
· 1 mile West of UCF

UT US TO TH£

!KAPLAN

A

.·

11'1'
E111
Clippers (4-2). The Nugget's
gold rush in the victory column compared to last season's
0-7 start is due to the impact of
rookie Dikembe Mutombo, who
has averaged 16.2 rebounds,
2.80 blocks per -game and
around 20 points per game.
The Clippers have benefited
from their opponents in the
early going with the Phoenix
Suns,' committing a teamrecord 31 turnovers in a loss to
the Clippers last week.
The Magic now have two
losses and a win to go with
their 3-0 start, prior to last
night'sgameagainstPhiladelphia, but the losses came
against the New York Knicks
and the Chicago Bulls.
The Magic rebounded to
stomp over the Washington
Bullets on the road Tuesday
night by a score of 95-82 in a
game of turnovers and missed
shots.
.
No reason to panic ...yet.
Brian Williams' agent Fred
Slaughter and Magic GM and
president Pat Williams have
been in a well publicized battle
over the last few months.
Thebattlereachedafevered
pitch prior to the Magic's sea-

son opener when The Orlando
Sentinel printed a letter from
Slaughter to Pat Williams asking Williams to trade Brian
Williams because he was obviously not going to sign the
player.
The Sentinel also printed
comments from Slaughter
claiming that the struggle between Williams and Slaughter
· could be traceCl back to an iricident that occurred between the
_two when Pat Williams had
been with -The Philadelphia
76ers.
The incident was, according
to Slaughter, over con.tra~t_
negotiations with a small time
player but the confrontation
ended in a law suit by Slaughter against Williams.
The war continued during
the pre-game show in the
Arena prior to the season
opener. The scoreboard screen
caine alive with a_30-minute
video after the singing of the
national anthem that cast Pat
Williams as Captain Kirk and
Curly Neal as Schlock. T h e
video made obvious inferences
to Sfaughter as the enemy to
building a quality team in Orlando.
_
After the Magic's victory over
the Knicks, Magic center Greg
Kite acknowledged the effect of
the video on the team jokingly.
'We were just fired up when
we saw Captain Kirk up there
on the screen!" ·

j-

I

I

r--------------------, ..

If you smoke or chew, have you been thinking about stopping? Accept the 24 hour challenge ...
- TODAY. SWAT and the Campus Wellness Center urge you to join the

ts
GREATAMERICAN

iSMOKEOUT'

A

mi~·"'' "

expires11/21/91

Good only

~t

University & Alafaya location

L __A:!~~~m__LI2!:. (~e!! ~ !:!~~~~8!2__ .J

DinoMite
Holi Savings.

free

free

LUNG CAPACITY SCREENING

SNAPPLE

from
Marriott

by
UCF College of Kealth

from
Unique Beverages

Chat with our Smoking Cessation Instructor, Patti Stuart, ARNP
Eat Cold Turkey sandwich lu.n ch specials at the campus restaurants

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.+++++++++

~~-· .

I

free

POPCORN

Petition against all tobacco advertising

r;4~

r~

Put your pack away for 24 hours - you can do it...
Stop by the Green from 11 am to 2 pm today to CELEBRATE with us!
Pick up ADOPT A SMOKER information and QUIT KITS, and enter
your participation for PRIZE DRAWINGS.

CONGRATULATIONS
To the these UCF faculty, staff, and students who enjoy healthy SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENTS...

''~b- 1

~

Get in on a\vide seleution of holiday ~-:1
I
savings before they're extin~t.
'~~>t

November 19th- 21st

~ The University Bookstore
__ 7!

9:30 A.M- 3:00 P.M
nme

.. -!

'

-

I

$15.00
Dr:pm1lRtqmrcd

I '
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BAD, A.W.A., 0-Town Phillys, ..
Milwaukee's Best roll to victory
· "If we keep playing like
we're supposed to, we'll be
STAFF REPORTER
alright," says BAD defensive
back Jonna Maynard. ''We
The All-University Flag just need to execute the plays
Football Toarnament contin- .a little bit better."
ued Tuesday with quarterfinal
Pegasus B champion
action in the B League and AW.A. had to contend with
final four action in the Women's The Tribe in the quarterfinal
League.
round and did so, 14-8. AW.A.
The B League provided some quarterback Frank Villardi
rekindled rivalries while BAD had a big day with two touchand Kappa Delta me4- head-on down passes and an intercepfor a shot a the Women'.: title. tion, while the defense held
BAD claimed another vic- off The Tribe during several
tim and a shot at their second scoring opportunities.
league title in three years as
"Our defense was the key
they steamrolled the Kappa in this game," said an ecstatic
Deltas, 36-6. It was business Frank Villardi.
as usual for BAD quarterback
The 0-Town Phillys reTracey Little as she hit Heather deemed themselves after losParker, Lisa Vega, Shannon ing to FIJI early in the season
Devers and Lisa Ilg for a total by pummeling them, 13-0.
of four touchdowri passes on Phillys quarterback Jose
the day. Parker and Little Mendiola suddenly found himscored ope rushing touchdown self playing against the seceach, while Devers and Cindy . ond-best pass defense in the B
Wood killed off KD's offense League ... no
problem.
with two interceptions to their Mendilon found Jim Stroz in
names.
the endzone for a touchdown,

by Harris Ahmed

The ability to
read is a
precious gift.
And the gift is one
you can give. ·
Volunteer.

while scoring one of his two
interceptions on the day.
Phillys cornerback Kevin Bond
also had two interceptions.
"I thought that the FIJI's
would put more points on the
board than we did," said Bond,
''but our defense, fortunately,
played its best game of the season."
After a big shu,t out victory
against The Bomb Squad in
thefirstround, TheCheapshots
soon became victims themselves as they were upended by
Gemini division co-champion
K-VASA by a score of 49-6. KV ASA quarterbacks Coco
Nguyen, Tran Huynh and Liem
Nguyen combined for seven
touchdown passes, while Coco
Nguyen accounted for three of
the defense's six interceptions.
FCA's"rniraclerun"toward the
championship was suddenly
halted by Milwaukee's Best, 28-7..
Milwaukee wide receiver Mike
Johnson caught two offour touchdown passes made by quarterback Terrence Simmons.

Phillys quarterback Jose Mendiola jets by 3 FIJI defenders in a 13-0 Victory. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Scholarship Money Available
Guaranteed Results

~

AMERICAN
CANCER

For More Info Call or Write. ·

SOCIETY'it

SCHOLASTIC GUIDANCE SERVICES
1426 Julip Drive
Orlando, FL 32825

Literacy Volunteers of Amcricil

.

384-7699

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

OUTLET

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

. t.

10% 3iuo2nt discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID

·~ . ·nn: OLYMPUS INC
~e,'\.~i

.

,,(;..'\,<?). ~0 ~

'- c,C

~";J

~e

OQl..i\NDO.

n..

s~'Qe

NEW 92 NISSAN PICKUP

Embrodiery Designs & Lettering
Done On Premises

.NEW 92 NISSAN SENTRA E.

''YOU DREAM IT WE DO IT"

•· C.ust:om L.e·tt:e·r.ing.
•Individual Desig.n w·o~k
NO TRICKS • NO GIMMICS • NO ·DEALER ADD ONS
*~

FALL '91
SPECIAL

Payments based on 60 months at 12.25% APR $0 Down. Tax, tag & administration lee W.A.C.

NORMAN BROS. NISSAN
HWY.436 Between University &
Colonial Drive

657-9500

UNIVERSITY

~
~

•

NORM
BROS.
NISSAN

I

6

HWY. 50

c

THE OLYMPUS a
~~~ · 12295 University Boulevard ~14
~~

<D

!

<>

i11flllllJ

Orlando, FL 32817
~~
(407)281-6984 • (8Q0)326-0317
¥

' l
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. Magic's greatest conbibution more than just condoms
Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS
,.

I t would be impossible to allow Magic Johnsons's
announcement of testing lIIV positive last week
to go by without something said on behalf of this
sport's page. He has meant too much to the sports
{" world, too much to the sport of basketball and too
much to basketball fans, young and old throughout
the world, to just ignore what has happened.
eating dinner with my family before going to
• playI was
in a softball game for my church team when we

heard the news. It was difficult to believe. Impossible
to believe.
I was driving home after playing the best game of
my life due to the emotions I was dealing with; the
news came on the radio.
·
This time there was no dismissing it. Magic's voice
was coming out of my radio telling me that Earvin
Johnson would no longer be playing professional basketball because of AIDS. ·
I cried for an hour uncontrollably.
For a gener~tion of basketball fans throughout the
world, Magic Johnson has been a constant. When our .
friends came and went, Magic remained driving boldly
to the basket and finger rolling it in. When presi-

dents entered and left office, Magic was still there
fading off defenders and nailing his "baby skyhook"
for the game winning shot. When our parents split up
and our worlds were fragmented, Magic continued to
rack up assist totals and nail three-pointers.
He never lost those expressions of intensity or that
warm, calming smile.
And now, for the first time in 12 years, it is Magic
whose world has been rocked. The steady sound of his
large hands dribbling the ball up the court has been
silenced.
Do not get me wrong, however. I did no~ cry beFREE THROWS contfnued page 12

NOW ON SALE

---~~--.~~~.-~--.

~~~~~~~~

... for shabba

... for

ranl<s

As Raw As E~er

Van

including :

Morrison

TRAILOR LOAD
A GIRLS
- HOUSE CALLS
(duet with
_ Maxi Priest)
THE JAM
(duet with KRS-1)

Hymns to
the Silenc~

EPIC .

Polydor

13.99cs 26.99co

6.99cs lJ.99co

-For ERIC CLAPTON, for ERASURE, for
... for

... for

31:

Maceo Parker

Mo' Roots

6.99cs 12.99cn

7.99cs 12.99co

,1 Southside Johnny
I
and the
Asbury Jukes

-:-.. for

Beller Days

FEATURES·

ALEC EIFFEL
PLANET OF SOUND
LETTER TO MEMPHIS ELEKTRA

Walk That Walk, Talk That Talk
E ic Associated

6.99cs 1l.99co
•

... for

... for

Th p
.
e sychedelic furs
World Outside

6.99~s
... for

6.99cs J2.99cn

l{~

1l .99co

6;~9cs l 1..99cn

... for

ili .
~~

BOXED SET COLLECTION.

29.99cs 34.99cn

39.99cs 57.99co

MUSIC, MOVIES AND MORE

'

•

THOUSANDS.
OF VIDEO
RENTALS

1

..

...
~

JI·l'lil •JUI;l ;l~; t•l'If l
• 303 E. Altamonte Dr. in Renaissance Centre 33S.m3

YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT STORE
Sale ends November 26th. Quantities limited. SW6265

spo·m.
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UCF women's soccer team folds in NCAA tourney
Lady Knight's look on to next season
by Harris Ahmed
STAFF REPORTER

.Tiffany Schreiner attempts a shot over an opponent's body earlier in the season.
Schreiner will return next season to lead the Lady Knights. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTURE)

~

Football team needs win
to keep winning record
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

There is a fine line between
winners and losers and that
line will be drawn this weekend at the Florida Citrus Bowl
when the UCF Fighting
Knights host the Millersville
.Marauders in the season fina]e for both teams.
A winning season is at stake
for the victors of Saturday's
contest while the victims will
go home for the holidays to
pondertheirfirstsub-.500season in a long time.
The Knights have compiled
five consecutive winning seasons under coach Gene McDowell but now face a must win
situation in order to salvage a
6-5 season and keep that streak
alive.
''The last time UCF had a
losing season," McDowell said
in practice .e arlier this week,
"our seniors were in the 10th
grade."
The Marauders, at 4-4-1, are
on the brink oftheirfirst losing
_season since 1983. Millersville

The UCF Knights football
squad was able to brave the
cold, damp temperatures in
their · long-awaited win over
Liberty last weekend. Unfortunately, the Lady Knights'
soccer squad wasn't as lucky
under similar conditions, as
they were booted out of the
NCAA Women's Soccer Playoffs early by the Wolfpack of
North Carolina State, 4-0, at
Raleigh-Durham this past
weekend.
''The bad weather seem to
put a damper on the whole
idea ofthe Playoffs," said Coach
Bill Barker, who was also convinced that the Lady Knights
were at a disadvantage while
playing N.C. State during a
bad rain storm coupled with
freezing temperatures.
The game in itself seem to

be tough in the long run as the
Lady Knights lost two key players early in the second half.
Stephanie Gringer was ejected
from the game, while Kelly
Kochevar had to be taken out
on an injury minutes later.
Even though the. Lady
Knights left for home sooner
than they preferred, they were
· however co'n gratulated by
some fans at the airport on a
season well done.
When asked about next season, Coach Barker was pretty
much casual, but confident,
about it.
''You'd like to think that it'll
be better," Barker added,"but
it'll take hard work to get back
tothelevelthatwewere. Right
now, I'm pr~tty proud of'em."
The Lady Knights finished
their season at 10-5-1 and will
lose seniors Kelly Barnes and
Jennifer Blackwell to graduation.

.,.~~UCF vs. Millersville
"The Final Game"

has compiled a winning record
in 19 ofcoach Gene Carpenter's
previous 21 seasons at the
helm.
"We've had plenty of opportunitiestowinmoregamesthis
season," Carpenter said earlier this week, ''but for whatever reason, we have not been
able to push the football in for
points in key situations. It's
now or never - we need a win
to gain back our confidence."
It'sbeenlOyearssincethese
twocontestants]astfacedeach
other on the gridiron; the Marauders defeated the Knights,
27-9, in their only previous
meeting at the Tangerine Bowl
[now the Florida Citrus Bowl].
''We are looking forward to
making the trip down to Orlando," Carpenter said. "It
should be a great experience
for our kids to play in a huge
stadium."
The Marauders' success or
failure may depend on the arm
of quarterback Chris Fagan,
Millersville's all-time offensive

t)

The football team will .honor rts departing seniors
before Saturday night's game. (Charles K MorrowJfUTURE)

PREVIEW continued page 11

Rugby team player paralyzed during Oct. 26 match
by Jenny Duncanson

help Miller. He kept Miller calm and waited for the
rescue unit to arrive.
The crowd remained silent while the paramedics
On Oct. 26 the UCF Rugby team played an unfor- prepared Miller to take him to Orlando Regional
gettable game against the Iron Horse Men's club.
Medical Center. The task was delicate and it took
It is not the score that was significant, but an. almost 20 minutes to transport him off the field. The
accident that will not soon be f~rgotten by any of the teams looked on in a stunned silence and decided to
50 fans who came out to watch the game or the call the game.
members of either team.
Miller was admitted to ORMC's Intensive Care
With only 10 minutes left in the second half, a Unit with a severe back injury. Later that night it
scrum was called. The two packs engaged and Iron was released that Miller had dislocated some of his
Horse came on too fast. One efthe players on UCF's vertebra·and damaged his spinal cord. He had movefront line stood up to try and stop UCFfrom engaging. ment in his hands and limited feeling in his arms.
The initial diagnosis was possible paralysis from
But Iron Horse and the two other players on UCF's
front line .engaged and suddenly someone was yell- the chest down. A specialist was being brought in t()
ing.
perform surgery on Miller's back. Until then it was a
The packs disengaged and backed up as UCF's waiting game.
Many people went to visit Miller on the night of the
Hooker went to the ground. Todd Miller, a senior at
UCF, laid on the ground complaining that he could accident. Miller was in good spirits andjoked with his
friends.
'
not feel his.legs.
"I'm not planning on being in here long," Miller
Everyone backed up and Paul Pope, a teacher and
coach at Winter Park High School, came forward to said. "And I want to play rugby again."
STAFF REPORTER

--

.

•'}

FREE THROWS page 15

Miller underwent surgery and spent 16 days in
the intensive care unit: The doctors took.a piece of
bone from his hip and fused it between two of the
vertebra and then they wired some of the ligaments
together.
He has now been moved to the Progressive Care
Unit. The doctors say they will know more about the
success of the surgery after the swelling goes down.
They project that it will be six more weeks before the
swelling goes down enough to determine the degree
of success.
Miller has been moved on to an air bed to help
with the swelling.
He is waiting for doctors' clearance to go to a
rehabilitation center. Miller has chosen to go to
Shepard's Spinal Center in Atlanta, where his mother
lives.
Miller is from Ft. Benning, Georgia, but has lived
in Orlando most of his life. He is a senior at UCF
seeking a business/finance degree. He is also a
TODD MILLER continued page 13
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AIDS rocks the life of Me]}
by Josiah Baker
Concert Coordinator

q
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groups such as Motley Crue and
Bon Jovi giving commercial.s
against the ills of drinking and
doing drugs, one can quite easily
see the drug element being slowly
but surely less popular. Seeing the
heavy drugs fade is not a big blow
to the rock image. After all, one
can still get trashed on alcohol and
the lesser evils of drugs.
Several years ago when Guns
N' Roses released thefr Appetite
For Destruction album, guitarist
Slash joked that he would die·of
AIDS because they all ''f-ked the
same chicks.'' Slash 'sjoke·seemed
to be a little serious, but not nearly
so as today. We know now that it
takes as long as five years for any
symptom related to HIV to show.
Of course,
afterwards
comes AIDS,
which ends
life. Magic
Johnson has
justcome out to
admit that he
has developed
HIV through
heterosexual
contact. Two
days later,
Freddy
Mercury of
Q u e e n
announced that
he
has
developed
AIDS.Johnson
and Mercury's

public statements may be the first
of many pre-death AIDS
announcements.
As aconcert reviewer, I can say
that I do see the same girls at the
same places looking for the same
things after each show. Slash
wasn't stretching the truth about
them sharing the girls. Some stars
say they have actually relied on
e.scort type services with alleged
AIDS-free women. But ifthe stuff
can't show up but with time, how
can they really be AIDS-free?
·You'd have to guarantee a clean
five-year history to be sure. By
judging from that, one can
mathem_atically foresee the
extinguishment of all ·sexually
active rock stars within the next
20 years.

True, condoms are StJpposed to
work - but do they work all the
time and is everyone going to use
one all the time? Condoms don't
protect but very basic sexual acts;
there are plenty ofotherthings that
happen backstage that could carry
the virus just as easily. And last,
could you really imagine saying,
"Excuse me, I've got to slip this
on."
Protection can prevent it, but it
isn'tcertain.Prettysoonyoumight
be seeing the stars saying, "Hey,
sex kills so don't do it'' Sounds
pretty lame and very conservative.
·However, this is a life and death
matter. Something that could kill
with one try-unlike many drugs.
So what's left in this rock scene
-just rock?

•

•
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O'Conn~r's Cats project sheer talent in instrumentation
Eric Oapton fails to give audience a personal glimpse in his live greatest hits release 24 Nights
I

m
,
-: a
·.: ~-.·; . .

album's
strongest unexpected.
On the slower, softer side, sometimes a full
We learn little of
moments,
being
the only
orchestra.
To
have
"Limerock" features classical
Clapton's
personality, and
timewehearafunkyand
·
been
there
in
person
influences. A fiddle and a double
after
all,
that
is part of the
gritty
Oapton
would
have
been
bass are the only two instruments
. .. . . .
. ··· .
of
a
1
ive
show. 24
charm
The
rest
of
the
landmark;
to
hearit
on
used. The tune was recorded at
I .. . :,·< .,
.album sounds good, Nights is good; it contains all
Blair Recital Hall at Vanderbilt cassette is merely
but too ·slick and the tried and true Clapton
University in Nashville, enjoyable.
\
rehearsed.
There are no tunes, but as far as live
All
of
Clapton's
musical
Tennessee.
All in all, The New Nash ville work is represented, from spontaneous live gems or albums go, it disappoints.
If you want to hear Oapton's
Cats, is an enjoyable album to "Sunshine of Your Love" to exchanges with the audience.
listen to. However, it is targeted to his latest solo work. Side two Then again, with 24 shows music live, buy a ticket next time
those who like· strictly is an extended blues jam with worth of tapes to edit down, he's in .town. You won't be
instrumental work. It must be guest musicians Buddy Guy why shouldn't it be flawless? disappointed.
Unfortunately what was
popular with some music lover. and Robert Cray, among
•The New Nashville Cats
- David J. Shoulberg
edited
is what most of us
Mark O'Connor, with the help of others.
Artist: Mark O'Connor
Music Directnr
cherish
on
a
live
album,
the
Side two turns out to be the
Vince Gill, Steve Wamer and
·Producer: Mark O'Connor and Ricky Skaggs,_won Vocal Event
Jim Ed ;Nonnan
of the Year at the 1991 CMA
Label: Warner Bros.
Awards ceremony for his efforts.
- Jason Maddox
As you browse through the
country section at the local music
store, Mark O'Connor's name
may appear on nearly every album
made in the past five or so years.
O'Connor has been involved
in more than 450 releases. This is
due to the extremely valuable
talenthehas. Histalentistheability
to play a fiddle and violin in other
styles of music, like no other
musician. As a matter of fact,
0 'Connor won the Musician of
the Year at the Couritry Music
Association Awards ceremony in
• 24 Nights
,1991.
To make the release.The New Artist: Eric Oapton
Nashville Cats, Mark O'Connor Producer: Russ Titelman
invited a diverse collection of his Label: Reprise/W amer Bros.
fellow studio musicians and others
to contribute their talents to the
It is hard to match the electricity
Nashville Cats ofthe '90s.
of
alive
Eric Oapton perfonnance,
The album, which is primarily
actually,
make that damn near
instrumental, has a wide range of
impossible!
styles ranging from blues, jazz,
Unfortunately, Clapton is so
swing, R&B and classical. All of
good
in person he upstages hi sown
these styles are mixed together
live
album,
24 Nights. What was
using guitars, pianos, fiddles and
supposed
to
be the definitive live
mandolins.
record
from
Oapton
instead turns
One of the most popular artists
into
a
very
lavish
greatest
hits
included in the project is Vince
effort.
Gill, the winner of Male Vocalist
24 Nights is in no way a bad
of the Year at the 1991 CMA
album,itjustnevergivesusanyof
Awards ceremony. Others include
Steve Warner, Marty Stuart and the energy, grit or magic of EC
live. This live double album is a
Ricky Skaggs.
On the tape there are only three record of 24 sold-out shows
songs. with vocals. On the first Oapton gave in London.
Each night shifted his bands
single, "Restless," Vince Gill,
line
up, sometimes blues,
Steve Warner and Ricky' Skaggs
share the vocal parts. The upbeat .- - - - - - -- ------'
tune is about a man who is
aggravated with the small town
that he is in. "Well I walk to the
. window/ I said give me a ticket
The following paid student positions in WUCF-FM will be
please/ she said where to mister/ I
available in January, 1992.
said that's alright with me/' cause ·
. I'm restless."
Personnel/Traffic Manager
The other tunes with vocals are
Production/Public Affairs Coordinator
"Now It Belongs To You"and
Classical Music Director
"The Ballad Of Sally Anne." In
Student Music Director
the first tune, Steve Warner sings
News Director
about his grandfather and his
Sports Director
fiddle. "He took it off to war with
him ... then they both came back.
Applications for these paid positions will be accepted until
Hesaidkeepitinthefamily...take
December
6th.
Duties will begin on January 3,1992.
Applicants
good care of my fiddle ... now it
must
be
students
through
December,
1992.
Incumbents
are
invited to
belongs to you."
apply.
Applications
may
be
picked
up
in
the
WUCF-FM
reception
area
Excerpts from "Bonanza,"
(LIB
107)
or
in
the
School
of
Communication
(FA
534).
A
committee
"(Meet) '.fhe Flintstones" and
composed of the WUCF-FM Director of. Cultural and Educational
"Nutcracker Suite," are included
Programming, the Director of Student Programming, and the School of
in '.'Orange Blossom Special" to
~ommun~cation Fac~lty Liaise~ will revie~ and,
if necessary,
make a very fast-paced number.
interview
the
applicants.
Their
recommendations
will
be forwarded
The speed seems to gradually
'
to
the
·Gensral
Manager
who
will
be
responsible
for
the final
increase through the tune, almost
too much.
·
selection.
"Pick It Apart" and "Granny
A description of the positions and the duties are also
White Special" are well arranged
fiddle tunes that almost sound as
available at WUCF-FM and the School of Communication.
if they could be musical
introductions to television shows
or movies.
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Brooks surpasses competition, even roping the pop charts
two albums were successful in the music was just a tad bit more each time the cold wind blows.''
country charts, but the third album, popular.AsofNov. 8,Ropin' The
Back to his rambunctious side,
Ropin' TheWind,hasreachedinto Windhad~ntfiveweeksatnumrer "Against The Grain" and "We
regions never entered before.
Bury The Hatchet," are
one on the top albums chart.
Onhisfirstalbum,GarthBrooks,
The phenomenal album truly comparable to "Friends In Low
heart-wanning singles such as ''The stands up to the competition. The · Places." In the second tune, "We
Dance" and "If Tomorrow Never first single, "Rodeo," is about a gotenoughon each other/ to wage
Comes" contributed to more than man and his love for the rodeo. a full scale war/ If we could ever
twomillionrecordssold.NoFences, "And it's.so long girl, I'll see you/, remember/ what we were fightin'
Brooks' second album with more When it's time for him to go/You for/ We bury the hatchet/ but we
than four million copies sold, holds know the woman wants her leave the handle stickin' out," is
"Friends In Low Places" and 'The cowboy/Likehe wants his rodeo.,,- obviously about the day-to-day
"Shameless," a song written by tiffs that are present in
Thunder Rolls." A controversial
video about a cheating husband and Biily Joel, is a well-written, relationships.
• Ropin' The Wind
~ a wife seeking revenge was made
emotional love song that Brooks
Brooks continues his neoArtist: Garth Brooks
after the release of 'The Thunder sings his heart out in. His bold, traditionalstyleinhislatestalbum.
Producer: Allen Reynolds
Rolls."
strong voice goes astray in an Ropin' The Wind has the potential
Label: Capitol-Nashville
Rapin' The Wind, released in overwhelming manner.
ofselling over four million copies.
late September, kicked Metallica
Brooks slows down to show a The new Garth Brooks album can
Who is the first and only artist out of the number one _spot on the more tender, sensitive side in be purchased nearly anywhere, but
to make musical history in album chart. After a few weeks, it "What She's Doing Now" and concert tickets are extremely
releasing an album that entered was speculated that Guns N' 'The River." In the first, he tells of difficult to obtain. Tickets·for the
both the country and pop charts as Roses would not permit this hot an old flame that has moved away. Nov. 21 show in Gainesville sold
number one?
country album to remain at "'Cause what she's <loin' now is out in less than one hour.
Garth Brooks did it. His first
Billboard magazine's editor in
numberone. Well,GarthBrooks' tearin' me apart ... I can hear her call
------------=~:-::=:-=-=-==-=-=-=-:=-:=-----------,chief said, "Today's generation
buys Garth the way they'd buy
Sting or Jesus Jones or Tom Petty,
EVERY MoN - FRI 4 PM ro 7 PM
becausetheylike~.notbecause
~.
THRouGHNoVEMBER
he's country ... And it's

beach towns, Buffalo and New
York City. Country artists see
themselves on a rriuch bigger
landscape."
Contribute 10 or 12 bucks to
Garth's profit margin. You've
never heard anything quite like it
before, but you'll LOVE it.
-Jason Maddox

•Praying Mantis
Artist: Jim Carroll
Label: Giant Records
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everywhere- in west coast

Clii111!rfi Clu6
Lune.ft.Special {Mon-Sat} from $325 w/ eggroff & jrie.cf rice
'Dinner Speciaf {7 cfays a week)from $5.25
w/wing, eggro{[, jrie.cf rice
:Free eggroff w/any $10 purchase -'Di.nner On[y
380-1084
Jlcross from vc:r

r-------------------,
MARYLAND FRIED CIUCKEN
OF UNION PARK

Buy 16 piece Buffalo Wings
Get 10 piece Bufflo Wings .

WANT YOU!!!

Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31/91

ALL INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS.

NEEDS:

-

FREE

FOR WHAT? TO HELP ORGANIZE THE 1992 NATIONAL COOL CONFEUENCE.

COOIJ: (n.)

~ampus

Outreach Opportunity .League;

a

national, non-profit organization that promotes and supports
student involvement in community service and volunteerism.

9710 E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. ~

..;~~4!0_: 2~~ I~ ~~~R~ ~~_!-~C~~~J
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HOW?

ATTEND THE CONFERENCE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING.

WHEN?

THURSDAY, NOV. 14th AT 6:00PM IN SC Rm 217,
BEFORE THE SLAC MEETING.

SllEIUC.Y in the Clubs
& Org:aniz:ations Office

Hairstyle &
MaKeover .
•Personal
Wardrobe &
Accessories

Consultation
·An

Exclusive

o/OLV.?{TE'F/J\ V.C:F

Photo
Sessiori

NEEDS:

INDIVIDUALS

FOR WHAT?

TO ORGANIZE VOLUNTEERISM ON CAMPUS.

HOW?
WHEN?

.Immediate

ATTEND THE VOLUNTEER UCF ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING.

Video
Proofing

•Photo
shoots in

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13th AT S:OOPM
IN THE SC, ROOM 214.

BOOK
COLO ROA YOUR

NA'l'AUE

~~~~&

UNDSEY

·~

••••
. .·-·-·-·- CABBoA~D
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL

FLOT~IOA

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

V

w
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APPOINTMENT
TODAY
~

FASH)ON SHOTSTM
500 N. ortando, Ave. • Suite 1g91
Winter Park, FL (407) 647 • 4686

Mon· Sat :.1oam -9em Sun• 12 • 5pm

Loc:ated in the Winter Park Mall nex1 to Dillar<is
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'Deceived' lives up to its name as a spine-tingling thriller
by Patrick Campbell

IPP ~~z.::~~~~~~~~~~~

"Ricochet" with Denzel
Washington and John Lithgow
had a killer seeking revenge on the·cop who
arrested him. "Shattered" with Tom
Berenger had an amnesiac man trying to
find the truth to put his life back together.
This was not easy with his wife flghtlng
against him and manipulating everything
behind his back.
"Deceived" with Goldie Hawn has a
woman who marries a man who turns out
to be totally different than she imagines.
Hawn plays Adrianne, an artist who
wolks restoring paintings. The movie opens
with her waiting at a restaurant for a blind
date that never shows up. The next day at
work she sees the same man she saw sitting
at the restaurant. The·y spend the night
together at the office; then the movie
forwards a few years and they are
celebrating their daughter's fifth birthday
party. The story shows their lives together
until themurderofherhusband 's co-worlcer,
which is the first plot twist.
John Heard ("Home Alone") plays Jack,
~::·:·:·:·:·:

the wealthy, successful art dealer who
sweeps Adrianne off her feet and gives her
a family. She is more happy with him than
she has ever been before, until she thinl(s
he is having an affair. When she confronts
him about it he becomes angry, leaves and
is killed in a car accident Now Adrianne and
her daughter are left alone. When she thinks
she is being followed and watched, she starts
trying to find out who the killer is and why.
The remainderofthemovieisAdrianne trying
to stay one step ahead of the killer.
The acting in this movie is professional.
Hawn does a good job switching from the
typicalmothertothewomantryingtopiece
together the mystery that is plaguing her.
Sheisbestknownforhercomedybutshows
that she can do just as good a job in a drama
John Heard plays his character very
well - only I wish there could have been
more character development. When they
start fighting, he just picks up and walks
out at the first sign of trouble. Also, the
resolution is a little unclear because the
killer is revealed, but how everything is
done is not explained enough to tie up all
the loose ends.
"Deceived" has some very tense
moments but is not a spine-tingler all the
way through.

MOVIE FACTS

Goldie
Hawn drops
the ditzy
actress
persona in
this serious
drama.

"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

1 MONTH FREE
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM AP ART~IENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRA_S:

(Universal Pictures)

• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

<

• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• TIIE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL

273-4097

(:\EXT TO l'IZZA Illlf ON ALAFA YA)

multi-platinum album Bad has been defunct Jane's Addiction. Farrell
constantly delayed for over a year. was arrested and charged with being
The first single from the 14-track under the influence of a controlled
albumistitled"BlackorWhite"with substance by Santa Monica,
thevideoworldpremieretonightafter California,policeofficers. The arrest
The Simpsons ... With the huge occurred after a maid at the hotel
successofhislatestalbum,Diamonds where Farrell was staying found
& Pearls, which holds rock steady at syringes, crack pipes and an
#3 and the newly crowned# 1 single unidentified white powder among
"Cream," Prince is back on iop after other drug paraphern~lia in his
a three-year period without a #1 room ...
single. More headlines for Perry
COMPILED BY I
Farrell, th!! lead singer of the nowDAVID J. SHOU~BERG -

Rap heavyweight L.L. Cool J will
perfonn Nov. 23 at The Beacham
Theater. CoolJ is hot on the heels of
hishitalbumMamaSaidKnockYou
Out .... Also stated for live dates in
Central Florida: Wynton Marsalis,
The Temptations, Kenny G,
Morrissey and Ozzy Osbournecheck Ticketmaster for individual
dates and locations .. Dangerous, the
newalbumbypopmega-starMichael
Jackson, is set for release Nov. 26.
Thehotlyanticipatedfollow-uptothe
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~rfonnanceartist'sworld,¢timately

he is a part of that very same realm.
The best piece is a monologue

. titled "The Loss of American
Innocence," a free-for-all about
masturbation with veal cutlets an:I
the assassination ofKennedy.
At times artsy, at times hilarious,
attimesjustplaindisgusting,Praying
Mantisisaalbum thatentertains while
it secretly educates. Whether it is a

monologueaboutwantingtorape,or
atiradeonTheNationalEOOowment
Oflbe Arts, Carroll is insightful arxl
interesting.
-David J. Shoulberg
Music Director

......~

GRAND
OPENING!
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six>ken wordalbmn; butthenagainit
is also odd for a spoken word album
to grab my attention as deftly as did
Jim Carroll's Praying Mantis. This
album is an eclectic combination of
monologues, poetry and social
commentaiy.
· Praying Mantis opens with a
twistedly funny monologue about
two lovers searching each other's
sexual organs for crabs. Upon
discovering a crab from his crotch,
Carroll states that he felt" .. .hygiene
deficient.''ltisallinhonibletastearxl
by the time they start racing~~
that they have removed fiom ~ir
crotches, it turns into a wickedly
enjoyable story.
''Tiny Tortures" is a brave piece
thatmakesfunofperforrnaoceartists
and tlx>se who buy into their acts. I
use the word brave, since at~ same
time Carroll makes fun of the
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DINE IN or CARRYOlIT
FREE DELIVERY
Now~penin

lJNIONPARK

COMEDIC ACTORS

.
1

We'll give you the opportunity to perform with the world as
your audience if you have the talent to tickle our funny bone!
At the Walt Disney World® Resort in Florida, .you could take on
a role with any of the perfoming groups at the Magic Kingdom®
- Park, EPCOT® Center or the Disney - MGM Studios Theme Park.
We're looking for actors experienced in improvisational theatre,
m'aster of ceremonies, and musical -theatre performance to fill fulltime, one-year contracts beginning Spring 1992.
Rehearsals are paid at full salary. Full-time cast members are
provided relocation assistance, health and dental benefits, paid
vacation, sick days, cast member discounts and park admission.
Applicants must be at least age 18. Bring a non-returnable photo
and resume. Prepare a one-minute comic monologue . Some roles
require singing. If you sirig, prepare one up-tempo song and bring
sheet music in your key. Not all applicants will be asked to sing.

COMEDIC ACTORS AUDIDON TOUR 1991
ORIANDO,FL
Delta Orlando Resort
5715 Major Boulevard
Turtle Ballroom

Saturday, November 16 - MEN ONLY
Eligible Performers 9 a.m. - Open Call 12 Noon
Sunday, November 17 - WOMEN ONLY
Eligible Performers 9 a.m. - Open Call 12 Noon

Callback for Men and Women - Monday, November 18
If you have questions, call Walt Disney World Audition Information at
407-345-5701 Monday - Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. (ESD.
All/ult time entertainers employed by Walt Disney World Co . are covered under the
terms and conditians of a collective bargaining agreement with Acta~' Equity
Association.
lCl T,he Walt Disney Company

V ~Y.St<IEp

World Co.

An t:qual 0ppor1unity Employrr
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Come Taste Our Famous Pizza,
Greek Salads and Dinners!
r
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BUY ONE
Mediwn or Large
GREEK SAIAD
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FREE 2 UfER
SOFT DRINK
with purchase of

lARGE~~~ PIZZA

\.

(.

l.ARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
FOR
$5.00
(fin)ntd~rsmn{ m.sUu· 11~·drnmpm1)
, ________________________________
_
I

1

SPAGHElTI DINNER : ONE 8" GRINDER
FOR 1WO
and a small
Includes 2 Greek Salads
GREEK SALAD
and Breadsticks
FOR$7.99
FOR$4.99
.. __ _l-jz~u·2x~n:1b?." ·~· 21N_' ____ ,____ 1-~pt~rs!~,.,~J~-.~-2~1- :- __
1

:

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Hou1:1·
,\10N -Sr\T 11 :\ . ~1. - 11 P.M .
SL~\: l l:\.i\1. -9:30P.M.

For Free
Delivery Call
281-0062
281-0031
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ODYSSEY PIZZA
R.:.:ch l'IJ1J
I 03 7ri I-.. ( ol.i111JI Dr
2X I OO<i2

10% discount to all U.C.F Students and faculty with valid l.Q.

